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This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY natice of events of POSSIBLE safety or ,

public interest significance. The information is 4: initially received without
verification or evaluation, end is basically all that is known by the Region 111
staff on this date.

Facility: Palisades !icensee Energency Classification
Consuners Power Cn. General Emergency site Area Emergency
Covert, M1 Alert Unusual Event _X_ N/A

hDocket No. 50-P55

Subjecti FUEL ASSE!! PLY STUCK IN UPFER REACTOP INTERNAL COMPONENT

On February 29, 1992, licensee personnel observed a fuel assembly stuck in the Upper
Guide Structure as it was being lifted from the reactor in preparation for refueling.
The plant had been shut down since February 6, 1992, for refueling and scheduled
maintenance.

The Upper Guide Structure is one of the reactor components located above the reactor
core. Its normal function is to provide secure guide aaths for the reactor control
rods. It must be removed to permit refueling. When tic Upper Guide Structure was
lifted out of the reactor _into the flooded refueling cavity, personnel saw a fuel

,

assembly stuck under the structure. Licensee personnel were sensitive to this- '

possibility because a similar event took place at Palisados in September 1988.

The licensee declared an Unusual Event under its Emergency Plan at 11:05 ).m. on
February 29. Containment integrity was promatly establithed by closing tie equipment
hatch. No unusual radiation readings were caserved. The area above tfic reactor had -

been flooded for refueling and the water provided ample shielding.

Region Ill (Chicago) dispatched the Senior Resident Inspector (SRI) to the site. The
SRI and NRC management monitored developments throughout the night. Periodic phone
briefings were conducted among various NRC offices, and the NRC Commissioner's
Technical Assistants were briefed at 11:00 a.m. on March 1, 1992.

Continuous telephone contact was established among the site, the-Feadquarters
Orerations Center and Region 111-for each active phase of the licensee's recovery
effort. The licensee's activities onsite were monitored by the two assigned resident
inspectors with support from a D.C. Cook resident inspector and the Region III section
chief for the Palisades plant. Continuous monitoring will also be provided for each-
of the remaining critical activities.
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As of 9:00 a.m. on liarch 2, the bundle had been grappled through the guide structure
to prevent its falling off. A collar has been placed around it to keep it vertical
for the next stel in the recovery, which is separating the burdle from the guide
structure. The >undle will then be lowered into the reactor core and the guide
structure will be noved to its storage location.

The final steps in the recovery will involve regrappling the bundle and noving it to
the fuel transfer eachine. When the bundle is secure in the transfer tschine, the
Unusual Event will be ternineted.

The licensee notified the NRC Operations Center of this event at 11:16 p.m. on
February 29, 1992. The state of liichigan was also notified by the licensee. The
inforrration in this PN has been reviewed with licensee managenent. This information
is current as of 9:00 a.m. on fiarch 2,1992.
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